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As we have remarked after Definition 2.2, we have not specified any probabilities in the
definition of the Binomial model. We did that since, from the view point of option pricing,
the decisive property of this model is that, in going from one time step to the next, there
are only two possible choices. As a consequence, we could prove in Theorem 2.1 that in this
model every option payoff H = H(S0 , S1 , · · · , SN ) can be replicated exactly by a suitable
trading strategy in the underlying S. Furthermore, we were able write down some recursion
relations which put us in a position to calculate the replicating strategy {δk }k=0,1,...,N −1 with
δk = δk (S0 , .., Sk ) and the option price V0 .
In remark (1) following Theorem 2.1 we pointed out that if the option payoff is not path
dependent but depends only on the underlying price at maturity, H = H(SN ), then also the
replicating strategy δk and the portfolio values Vk at time step tk are not path dependent, but
depend only on the underlying price Sk = S(tk ). As a consequence, to calculate the option
price of some non path dependent option H = H(SN ), it is sufficient to consider the following
tree structure, a recombining binomial tree with n + 1 leaves at time step tn , and to assign
portfolio values to each node of this tree:

n-period recombining binomial tree with n + 1 leaves, n = 3
However, if we want to price some path dependent option, then, if we want to do this with
the recursion relations of Theorem 2.1, we have to consider the following non recombining
binary tree structure with 2n leaves at time step tn :

n-period binary tree with 2n leaves, n = 3

Since for example 2250 ≈ 1075.26 is not that much different (well, by a factor of 100’000)
from the number of estimated atoms in the universe, 1080 , it is obvious that calculating with
the recursion relation is not practical for the pricing of path dependent (or so called ‘exotic’)
derivatives. Thus, a different method is needed and fortunately there is a much more practical
method.
Risk Neutral Probabilities
We go back to Definition 2.2, that was the definition of the Binomial model, and introduce
some probabilities. That is, we write

Sk

(
(1 + retup )
with some probability p
= Sk−1 ×
(1 + retdown ) with probability 1 − p

(1)

thereby making the price process {Sk }N
k=0 to a stochastic process. We know already that
option prices do not depend on p. Now we use that fact to make a special choice for p which
will allow us to calculate option prices, also for path dependent options, in a practical and
efficient way. From Theorem 2.1, we know that payoff replication is possible. For zero interest
rates, we have (the general case r > 0 will be considered below)
H(S0 , S1 , ..., SN ) = V0 +

N
X

δk−1 (S0 , ..., Sk−1 ) × (Sk − Sk−1 )

(2)

k=1

and V0 , the money which is needed to set up the replicating strategy, is the option price,
the theoretical fair value of H. Let us introduce the following notation: For any function
f = f (S0 , S1 , ..., SN ) of the price process {Sk }N
k=0 we introduce, for time tk , a so called
conditional expectation


E f (S0 , S1 , ..., SN ) | {Sj }kj=0
(3)
by considering the time point tk as the actual present time such that Sk , Sk−1 , ... , S0 are
actually known but the prices Sk+1 , Sk+2 , ..., SN are unknown since they are still in the future. That is, the S0 , ..., Sk are deterministic quantities given by some realization of returns
retup , retdown , retdown , ... , retup (k returns have realized), but the Sk+1 , Sk+2 , ..., SN are still
random, stochastic quantities since the future returns haven’t realized yet. To illustrate the
concept, let us calculate the conditional expectation


E Sk+1 | {Sj }kj=0
(4)
According to (1) we have
Sk+1 = Sk × (1 + retk+1 )

(5)

with
retk+1

(
retup
=
retdown

with probability p
with probability 1 − p

(6)

Thus,




E Sk+1 | {Sj }kj=0 = E Sk × (1 + retk+1 ) | {Sj }kj=0


= Sk × E 1 + retk+1 | {Sj }kj=0



= Sk × 1 + E retk+1 | {Sj }kj=0


= Sk × 1 + retup · p + retdown · (1 − p)

(7)

The choice of p which makes the conditional expectation (7) equal to Sk

 !
E Sk+1 | {Sj }kj=0 = Sk

(8)

is called the risk neutral probability (in case of zero interest rates). A stochastic process which
fulfills equation (8) for all k is called a martingale. For zero interest rates, this risk neutral
probability is obtained through
 !
Sk × 1 + retup p + retdown (1 − p) = Sk
⇔

retup p + retdown (1 − p) = 0

⇔

(retup − retdown )p = −retdown

which gives
p =

−retdown
=: prisk neutral
retup − retdown

(9)

Apparently the down return retdown has to be a negative number to obtain a meaningful p.
Now let us fix p to this value (9) and to be more explicit we will use the notation E = Ern ,
‘rn’ for ‘risk neutral’, to indicate that we are calculating expectation values using the risk
neutral probability (9). The importance of this definition is due to the following important
calculation:
V0 = Ern [ V0 ] = Ern [ V0 | S0 ]


N
X
= Ern H(S0 , S1 , ..., SN ) −
δk−1 (S0 , ..., Sk−1 ) × (Sk − Sk−1 ) S0


= Ern H(S0 , S1 , ..., SN ) −

k=1
N
X

h
i
Ern δk−1 (S0 , ..., Sk−1 ) × (Sk − Sk−1 ) S0

(10)

k=1

The expectations in the sum on the right hand side of (10) can be calculated as follows:
h
i
Ern δk−1 (S0 , ..., Sk−1 ) × (Sk − Sk−1 ) S0 =


h
i
k−1
S0
= Ern Ern δk−1 (S0 , ..., Sk−1 ) × (Sk − Sk−1 ) {Sj }j=0
{z
}
|
in this expectation all S1 ,...,Sk−1 are constant



h

{Sj }k−1
j=0

i



S0
= Ern δk−1 (S0 , ..., Sk−1 ) × Ern Sk − Sk−1


 h
i

k−1
= Ern δk−1 (S0 , ..., Sk−1 ) × Ern Sk {Sj }j=0 − Sk−1
S0

(11)

And now the decisive property of the risk neutral probability comes into play, namely:
h
i
(8)
k−1
Ern Sk {Sj }j=0
− Sk−1 = Sk−1 − Sk−1 = 0

(12)

Thus also the expectation (11) vanishes and therefore the whole sum on the right hand side of
(10) goes away if we take an expectation with respect to the risk neutral probability. Hence
we end up with the compact pricing formula


V0 = Ern H(S0 , S1 , ..., SN )
(13)
The argument generalizes to non zero interest rates and we summarize the result in the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.1: Consider a price process Sk = S(tk ) given by the Binomial model (1). Let r
be the interest rate paid per period and R := 1 + r. Furthermore let
sk = R−k Sk

(14)

denote the discounted price process. Then the following statements hold:
a) Define the risk neutral probability
prn = prisk neutral :=

r − retdown
retup − retdown

(15)

and denote expectations with respect to this probability by Ern [ · ]. Then the discounted
price process {sk }N
k=0 is a martingale with respect to the risk neutral expectation. That
is, the following equation holds for all k = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1:


Ern sk+1 | {sj }kj=0 = sk
(16)
b) Let H = H(S0 , S1 , ..., SN ) be the payoff of some option. Then the theoretical fair value
of this option can be obtained from the following risk neutral expectation:


V0 = R−N Ern H(S0 , S1 , ..., SN )

Proof: ..machen wir am Freitag.

(17)

